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Decision on the Devonian一Carboniferous

boundary stratotype

  The Global Stratotype Se, tion and Point forine 口ev,m an-Larboniferous boundary has been

agr(cd卿”now. The boun州 1A抢娇ned in trench
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Introduction

The Working Group。：the Devon ian-Carhaniferous Boundary was
established in 1976 by the International Commission on Stratigraphy
OCS). Its first field meeting visited 22 localities in northwestern
Europe in 1978. One of the most impressive experiences of that
10-da) trip was the opportunity to compare depositional environ-
ments that ranged from bathyal to continental and had rates of
sedimentation that were more than 100 times greater in some areas
than in others. It was apparent that obvious or inferable discontinni
ties were present in almost all the sections we % isited.

    The conclusion reached on（ )or field trip in 1978 was confirmed
during highly detailed research that was carried out on sediments and
fossils near the Dtwman-Carbonifierous boundary in Europe. Asia,
Africa, Australia, and America in succeeding years (Paproth and
Streel, 1984; Flajs and others, 1988). The position of the boundary in
the biostratigraphic sequence was established near the "classic- base
of theGcittcndorfi, Zime:丁his riew definition is at the first appear-
ance of the conodont Siphonodefla sulcata within the evolutionary
lineage front Siphonodella praesuirata to Siphonodelia vulcaia ”
(Paproth and Streel, 1984, p. 5). This recommendation was submit
ted by R.H. Lane (USA). C.A. Sandberg (USA), and W. Ziegler
(Germany) and was accepted in 1979 by the working group, The
following 9 years were spent searching for a section that shows this
evolutionary lineage. Both species occur worldwide but are restricted
to pelagic facies

    In 1983 the working group recommended that work be concen
trated on four sections: Hasselbachital (Germany), Mahan (China).
and Kija and Berchogint (USSR). The two in the USSR were dropped
later for various reasuns. In 1983 Hasselbachtal was chosen provi-
sionalIN as a Global Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP). However,
the final decision was po}tpo-d in ordei to reconsider the sections,
as none of them was ideal because of the discontinuities of sedimen

tation and fossil transition near the boundary. The group planned to
meet again in a "conclaw" in Mav 1988 in Courtmacsherrv, southern
Ireland, for the purpose of finalizing the decision

    After a few Nears of seeming apatft}. four more sections were
proposed as possible candidate }tratolypes following a "last call for
candidate stratotNtics." which was published in 1985 in several jour-
nals. The merits of these four sections were fiercely contended. an
experience already described by日edberg (1976. p. iv). These sec
tions were Nanhiancun (Chira} Yu. 1988), La Seme (France; Feist
and Flais, 1987: Hat, and Feist, 1988). Drewer (Gcrnianv} Clausen

and others, 1987, 1989 (additional description)), and Gnme Schneid
(Austria; Schonlaub and others. 1988)

    By the conclave meeting in MaN 1988. appropriate descriptions
and clocurrientation had heen published oi otherwise brought to the
attention of the working group for ords four of the six candidate
sections: Nanbiancun (Yu. 1988). Hasselbacutal (Becker and others

1984), Muhua (Hou and others. 198斗），and La Scrre (Flajs and Feist

unpublished manuscr甲ft. Although the date and decisive character ol
the conclave meeting had been known for about 4 Nears in advance
not all the couripeting specialists succeeded in attending the meeting
Nevertheless, outstanding specialists. members, and nonmembers or
the working group thoroughly discussed the section, and fossil,
submitted to thenl.l The specialists who were present voted on· ,
11   package，一’as follows: Lit Serre section, at the base of bed 89＿ is to
be a Global Stratotype Section and Point, because it was the onIN
section where "the first appearance of the conodont Siphon,dello
-Itatu within the evolutionary lineage from siphonodella pia-1
cota to },明honodello A"Itom- has been observed. the Hasselbachtil
section and the Narbiarcun section being Auxiliary Stratotype See
tions (Cowie and others, 1986, p. 5)

    A postal ballot of the working group membership confirmed the
above choice on I September 1988. 1 he "Proposal of the Global
Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP) for the Devonian-CarbonifCrOLIS
Bounclarv- was sent to the ICS and the International Union ol

Geological Sciences OUGS) for acceptance and tatification in Janu
ary 1989. During the ICS uiectinL in Washington, D.C．USA, in
July 1989, La Seme section was accepted bN that body. and in
Februar) 1990, it was acceptcd by ]UGS

    La Seffe section is far from beirL an ideal GSSP. but it was the
only section known at the time that showed the "e%olutionary lineage
of }iphonodello praeNut〔一“a to Siphonodella vahaia.- The inconve
niences of La Serm section, such as the lack of some other important
stratigraphic guides (for example, cephalopods, spores, and ash lay
ers for radionnetric dating) and the existence of reworking, induced
the working group to support La Serre section by the Anxiliars
Stratotype Sections of Hasselbachtal and Nanbiancun. These Mr,
meticulously described sections confirin and guarantee }ithout an}
reasonable doubt the right position (if the Doxonian-Carbonifern-
boundary at the base ol bed 89 in La Serre

    Another Chinese stratotype candidate (Dapoushang) was pro
sented in 1989 (Ji Quiang and others. 1989). It seemed to have
disadvantages Sloular to those (if Lh, rein,    Mmhua section, }Ihjch
had been given up earlier. The section came to the kno,,Ird&c (if the
working group only aftin the decisive vote

    In summary. the experience ot 12 }ears Of Study of this we)卜
defined, short torespan from many parts of the world has taught us
that no rock s nCLessmn is or can evet be a complete representation ol
In=  only a quick change of life (fossils) and environment (rocks)
permits the worldwide corrolation and recognition of beds of it
defined age} these inevitable "irregularities" in fossil and rock se
quences cause difficulties in finding suitable stradotype sections: and
the political and psychological difficulties in determining stratotype
boundaries should not be underestimated

枷 铸厅 月．川少}川少 4
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Figure 2.-La Serre hill and the trenches (E'-GSSP) near La
Rotiquette.farmhouse south-southwest of the village of Cabrieres.
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F心ore il, - Inset showing southern France and geographic lota-
tion of La Serre hill and vicinity.

    I italar Mernbers of the working group for all or parts of its
existence arc MJ. Me,, 1. Chl.pac. B.F. Gleni,te, H. Holkidt.
M.R. House, L.I. Konotio-. M. Lvs, B.L. Manner, E. Paproth} G
Playford,FA. Reidinge, C.A. Sandberg, P. Sartanaer, G.D
Se,.,(opulo, K,V, Sunako,一Ni, Strecl. Wang Clien-Yuan. and W
Zicpl,r

Boundary stratotype (GSSP)

La Serte Wc。。．、、(,rated。the southerMern MonTagne Nolte,
Departernent Heiatut, Distlict of Cabri}rcs. southern France (figs. 1,
2). The rocks in the beach, as well as all of La Sane hill and

}icinity, are part of the geologic unit narned‘长lippen of C abriere,”
Artificial french E'. which averages SO an, in depth on the southern
slope of La Se汀e hill. is‘且bout 125 r ,, south of the hilltop (252 nl)}
about 525 in cast of La Rouquelre larrinhOUSC, 2.5 knot southwest of
the village of Cabri6res. 2.5 kro northeast (it tire village of Font}s

and about 7 kni northeast of the village of Neffi}s (sheet 1:25,000
P&ena, XXVU44} 1-2. x}lSS2.55. y- i4l, 123. the trench expose,
about 35 in of "IboundarN beds" in a dipping section (figs. 3-5). Tin
indMilund beds, which can be followed klterall}. dip 700 to the

south. They arc Lot overturned, and schistosity and tectonic compli-
cations are absent

    Easy access is possible front Route D6partcruentale D 15. There
are no political or geographical problems of access. The area is
mucchia land ("garrigue,"' typical arid Mediterranean vegetation in-
cluding sclerophyllous evergreens and thorn thickets, that is, Ulen,
Cw-, Jlo?ipe-}), and firmliald use is not possible. The site cannot
be overbuilt. The landowner, M. Rene Roul, of La Rouquette farm
accepts the protection of La Serre site. The Cahricres officials are
ready to apply for complete protection as a "site classe' at the
departmental level

    The Ue- vxvi-ca比omfe--  bo- A., bed, -  desenbed in

detail bv Engel and others门982). Feist and Flals (1987). Hans and
Feist (1988), Legrand-Blain and Martinez Chacon ( 1988), Semenoff
Tian-ChanskN (1988), and Vachard (1988), These descriptions in
clude location maps, coluirma diag丁ams, aud profiles shcwin9丁ele-
vant sectimentological and paleontological (fig. 6) data.

    The presence of wocklumerfics indicates the upper Pa-rock-
1乙了产户之亡，了aPuladow Zone for the topToost layers of the platy and
nodular cephalopod-bearing limestonc} that are found below tile
olibre units. These laivo, can be correlatcd with the Lipper pan ofthc
lower Siphonodelia piaesulcata Zone. its Pseudopolvgnallittv i?-
but cen}is ii igoiti(tts occurs without protogrunhoduls. The index fos-
sil S. piae-hata enters (he section together"ith the first protognath
odids. such as尸-to,}-tlioda, -Ili”阴   i and］）I曰“／ll记八，   in the
1o-11 -oble rmft or bed, 73 and 70} nesp-nvely. Fill, mcfe,i famn, is
joined by P-togoathodus kockeli and transitional forms between }.
ptaesul-to and 5. vul-to at the base of the upper oulite unit (hed
85). which inific;,tes an age at the beginnine of the upper S. pracod-
-ta Zone. Undoubted ricorphotypes of S. sielcata first occur in bed
89, at the base of' which the actual GSSP is defined accordingly

    One single siphonodellid fragment front bed 85 is problematic.
as it is controversial1v considered by Cowie and others (1989) to be a
typical representative of S. sulicata.Holevel.角e slight longitudinal
arch and the nar tow synittletrical outline of the platform adj-  rt to
the canna, which presents a "broken" curvature, an, -typical fea-
lures following the revised diagnosis and figures given by Sandberg
and others (1972) (the holutype of S. sul-ta is lost). This specimen,
theretoi-c. has men regarded its representing im intermediate mo甲ho-
tyrpe between S. po- ukalo and S.

D- nrb,, /9()l
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    Boundary bed 89 yields a great number of diversified micmfau-
nas and macrofaunas that are of correlative value. The trilobites

include Belgibole abruptirhachis, which also occurs immediately
above the Hangenberg Schiefer interval in various cephalopod-
bearing sections from the Rhenish Slate Mountains (Germany), the
Holy Cross Mountains (Poland), and the Carnic Alps (Austria).
Although generally associated with the first suicara, it may occur
slightly earlier at Mijssenberg (Sauerland, Germany) and at GrUne
Schneid (Carnic Alps). Other trilobites to be found in bed 89, such as
Archegonus (Phillibole) and Carbonocoryphe, are related closely to
forms from the basal Tournaisian of Carboniferous time at Dalma

(Holy Cross Mountains), Dapoushang (Guizhou, China), and Grijne
Schneid, everywhere occurring in cephalopod-bearing limestones. A.
(Phillibole) drewerensis appears at a slightly younger level (bed 98),
as it does in the Camic Alps and in several sections on the northern
side of the Variscan belt, as well as in south China (Dapourshang).
Representatives of the shallow biodetrital facies me Brachymetopus
gernianicus, known from Rhineland (Germany), and a new form
("Perliproetus") that is related closely to Pudoproetus missourensis
from the topmost Famennian of Devonian time in Missouri and Utah
(USA), as well as to P. guangxiensis from the S. sulcala Zone at
Narbiancurr (near Guilin, Guangxi, China).

    The brachiopod and coral faunas are quite diverse, and the first
results have been published by Legrand-Blain and Martinez Chacon
(1988) and by Semenoff-Tian-Chansky (1998), respectively. These
shallow-water communities, together with numerous forarninifera
such as Quasiendo肉ra regularis vel communis, algae, and micro-
problematica (Vachard, 1988), pe!mit correlation with platform com-
munities that are widespread on the Franco-Belgian and Russian
platforms.

    The mixture of pelagic elements and nearshore biotas underwent
quasicontemporaneous, short-lasting transport by debris flows before
lithification. As stated by Legrand-Blain and Martinez Chacon
(1988) for the brachiopods, the allodapic fossils within the boundary
beds show features of transport but have no signs of stratigraphic

reworking. These fossils permit, in particular, direct correlation of
the deeper basinal domain with the shallow-water environment of the
"Kohlenkalk" platform type. As far as conodonts are concerned, only
"autochthonus" basinal conodonts from the matrix are considered.

    Because of its exceptional paleogeographic position under direct
nearshore influence, the stratotype section shows a series of trains-
gressive and regressive pulses that, if of eustatic origin, my be of
value for correlation of earliest Carboniferous time.
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了
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Figure 3. -Viewfrom the east looking at the stratotype section (La
Serre trench E) that contains the Devonian-Carboniferous bound-
ary GSSP (arrow). The box is 30 car in width.

I奄are 4.-Closeup view of the upper oolite unit showing the
position of the GSSP between the top of bed 88 and the base of bed
89. The number "90" is 4 cm, high.

Figure 5. -Superposition of boundary beds 88 and 89 in complete
continuity to the west of the GSSP. The numbers are 4 cm high.
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Figure 6. -Fossil content可the bounders beds in La Scree trench E' and envirownental interpretation of some sedimentologic andfaunal
features finedified from Flojs and Feist, 1988; Legrand-Blain andVartinez Chacon, 1988; Semenoff-Tian-Chansky, 1988; Vachard,
1988; and additional determinations). Abbreviations: D, Devonian; C, Carboniferous; LS, La Serre; F, G, CO, profiles parallel to the
stratotype section. See figure 2 for locations ofsections
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